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Copyright, Fair Use,
and Author Rights
Sue Ann Gardner, Scholarly Communications Librarian
University of Nebraska-Lincoln Libraries

CYT and Love Library, UNL, Fall 2014

TO REPEAT…

Read the
contract! !

Before you
sign it !

Where to Find Information about
Copyright and Permissions

 Publisher or society Web sites
 The inside covers of print journals
(front matter or colophon)
 The contract you are asked to sign

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/search.php

 Gives links to publishers’ policies
 Just a starting point—always check
publishers’ policies to confirm

Examples of Policies

No page
charges.
No open
access fee.

Copyright for any article published in Insecta Mundi is held by the author(s) of the
article. Insecta Mundi follows terms of the Creative Commons, Attribution NonCommercial License (cc by-nc). By submitting and publishing articles in Insecta Mundi,
authors grant the CSE and Insecta Mundi's host institutions permission to make the
article available through Internet posting and electronic dissemination, and to
otherwise archive the information contained both electronically and in a hard printed
version. When used, information and images obtained from Insecta Mundi articles must
be referenced and cited appropriately. Articles may be reproduced for personal,
educational, or archival purposes, or any non-commercial use. Permission should be
sought from the author(s) for multiple, non-commercial reproduction. Written
permission from the author(s) is required for any commercial reproduction.
Creative Commons License
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0
Unported License.

Image
courtesy
Mississippi
Entomological
Museum

Examples of Policies
Transfer of copyright
Ecology, Ecological Applications, Ecological Monographs

Charges of $75.00 per printed
page will be assessed on
articles accepted for
publication.

So that the Author(s) and ESA may be protected from the consequences of unauthorized use, author(s) must grant and assign
to ESA rights to publish an accepted manuscript or data paper and any associated supplemental material (work) in all languages
and in any other form, in the United States and in any other countries, and to assign others the right to do so. The Author(s) shall
retain the right to quote from, reprint, translate and reproduce the work, in part or in full, in any book or article he/she may
later write, or in any public presentation. The Author may post the work in a publicly accessible form on his/her personal or
home institution's webpages. The Author(s) shall have the right to photocopy the work for his own use or public distribution.
[T]he authors must complete and submit to the ESA Headquarters Office the copyright release form. The official form will be
sent to the corresponding author, who will be expected to obtain the signatures of the other authors. If policies of an author's
home institution preclude transfer of copyright, then that author(s) must still provide a legally binding document that grants to
ESA the right to publish the manuscript or data paper and any associated supplemental material in all languages and in any
other form, in the United States and in any other countries, and to assign others the right to do so.
In the event that copyright to a portion or all of the work has previously been registered with the Library of Congress, the
author(s) will promptly transfer the copyright to the ESA.

Copyright
This journal offers authors a choice in publishing their research: Open access and Subscription.
For subscription articles
Upon acceptance of an article, authors will be asked to complete a 'Journal Publishing Agreement' (for more information
on this and copyright, see http://www.elsevier.com/copyright). An e-mail will be sent to the corresponding author
confirming receipt of the manuscript together with a 'Journal Publishing Agreement' form or a link to the online version of
this agreement.
Subscribers may reproduce tables of contents or prepare lists of articles including abstracts for internal circulation within
their institutions. Permission of the Publisher is required for resale or distribution outside the institution and for all other
derivative works, including compilations and translations (please consult http://www.elsevier.com/permissions). If excerpts
from other copyrighted works are included, the author(s) must obtain written permission from the copyright owners and
credit the source(s) in the article. Elsevier has preprinted forms for use by authors in these cases: please consult
http://www.elsevier.com/permissions.
For open access articles
Upon acceptance of an article, authors will be asked to complete an 'Exclusive License Agreement' (for more information see
http://www.elsevier.com/OAauthoragreement). Permitted reuse of open access articles is determined by the author's
choice of user license (see http://www.elsevier.com/openaccesslicenses).
Retained author rights
As an author you (or your employer or institution) retain certain rights. For more information on author rights for:
Subscription articles please see http://www.elsevier.com/journal-authors/author-rights-and-responsibilities.
Open access articles please see http://www.elsevier.com/OAauthoragreement.

Journal of Virological Methods
Circumspect copyright transfer information
online (where is it spelled out?). For these,
you have to look at the contract itself.

Examples of Policies
Journal of Virological Methods
JOURNAL PUBLISHING AGREEMENT

The publication fee for Open
Access in this journal is $1,800,
excluding taxes.

Assignment of Publishing Rights
I hereby assign to the Copyright Owner the copyright in the manuscript identified above (government authors not electing to
transfer agree to assign an exclusive publishing and distribution license) and any supplemental tables, illustrations or other
information submitted therewith that are intended for publication as part of the manuscript (the “Article”) in all forms and
media (whether now known or hereafter developed), throughout the world, in all languages, for the full term of copyright,
effective when and if the article is accepted for publication. This transfer includes the right to provide the Article in electronic and
online forms and systems.

Retention of Rights for Scholarly Purposes
I understand that I retain or am hereby granted (without the need to obtain further permission) the Retained Rights (see
description below and definitions).
The Retained Rights include:
• the right to use the Preprint or Accepted Author Manuscript for Personal Use, Internal Institutional Use and for Permitted
Scholarly Posting; and
• the right to use the Published Journal Article for Personal Use and Internal Institutional Use, but in each case as noted in the
Definitions excluding Commercial Use or Systematic Distribution (unless expressly agreed in writing by the Copyright Owner).

Examples of Policies
Library Philosophy and Practice
Copyright statement

No page charges.
No open access fee.

17,204 downloads past 30 days.

The Author assigns to the Editors of Library Philosophy and Practice (LPP) the right to publish and
distribute her/his manuscript as an electronic journal article. The assignment will be effective so
long as LPP is available on computer networks.
The Author will remain the sole owner of her/his manuscript and of the copyright in that
manuscript. The Author may publish the manuscript in any other journal or medium but any such
subsequent publication must include a notice that the manuscript was also published by LPP.
LPP readers may copy or download the article resulting from the author’s manuscript from the
network. Any distribution or publication of said article by readers will constitute an infringement
of the Author’s copyright. The Author agrees to hold LPP blameless for any unauthorized use of
the article by its readers.

Examples of Policies

No page
charges.
No open
access fee.

In order to better manage the rights associated with your Article, and to provide optimal access to it, we believe that
you, the Author, should hold the copyright to your Article, but that you should grant us, Indiana Libraries, appropriate
rights to use your Article for the benefit of the scholarly and professional community.
Authors retain copyright and grant the journal right of first publication with the work simultaneously licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution License that allows others to share the work with an acknowledgement of the
work's authorship and initial publication in this journal.
Authors are able to enter into separate, additional contractual arrangements for the non-exclusive distribution of the
journal's published version of the work (e.g., post it to an institutional repository or publish it in a book), with an
acknowledgement of its initial publication in this journal.
Although you remain the copyright owner, you grant to Indiana Libraries, the Indiana Library Federation and affiliated
organizations, the irrevocable, nonexclusive rights to publish, reproduce, publicly distribute and display, and transmit
the Article or portions thereof in any manner.

Examples of Policies
Open-Access License : No Permission Required

To provide Open Access, PLOS uses a business model to offset expenses –
including those of peer review management, journal production and online
hosting and archiving – by charging a publication fee for each article published,
payable upon acceptance. PLOS ONE $1,350 USD.

PLOS applies the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license to all works we publish (read the humanreadable summary or the full license legal code). Under the CC BY license, authors retain ownership of the
copyright for their article, but authors allow anyone to download, reuse, reprint, modify, distribute, and/or
copy articles in PLOS journals, so long as the original authors and source are cited. No permission is required
from the authors or the publishers.
This broad license was developed to facilitate open access to, and free use of, original works of all types.
Applying this standard license to your own work will ensure your right to make your work freely and openly
available. Learn more about open access. For queries about the license, please contact us.
Under CC BY 3.0, you are free to:
Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format.
Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material for any purpose, even commercially.
The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the license terms.

Questions?

Sue Ann Gardner
Scholarly Communications Librarian
302S Love Library
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
sgardner2@unl.edu
402-472-8566

